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In many people's minds, the words Las Vegas and its natural beauty don't go together. The city's kaleidoscope of neon lights is not exactly in earth tones. And beyond, many of the structures that make up the desert metropolis are models of other places, including the Eiffel Tower, the Venice Canal, and the New York
City skyline. It can all seem a little unrealistic. And let's face it, the ringing carnival sound of slot machines isn't exactly the same as a bird's twittering. But if you find your way to a rental car at an air-conditioned casino, you can marvel at the natural wonders you'll spy on. Believe it or not, Las Vegas is within hours of some
of america's most unique and beautiful national parks. In fact, some naturalists and adventure seekers skip gambling alms both to venture out into scenes of nature. The contrast between the untouched blue sky and the red land of the Nevada desert is a sight to see. Las Vegas is home to the best for travelers who want
to go cycling, climbing and hiking in California's lusher landscapes. Let's find a park within driving distance of Las Vegas. Advertising content Sequoia National Park and Kings Canyon National Park are adjacent to each other across the California border from Las Vegas. They contain the earth's most massive trees, giant
sequoias and so huge they far surpass the size of other species. Advertising Yosemite National Park offers a noticeable change in Las Vegas. It boasts some of the most natural scenery on the planet, including Yosemite Falls, Mariposa, the Mercedes Giant Sequoia Forest and the Tuolum and Mercedes Rivers. The ad,
which is driving south from Las Vegas, will take you to Joshua Tree National Park. The Joshua tree, a member of the lily family, is actually a large yucca. Within 100 miles of Las Vegas, the ad is Death Valley National Park, a brutally solid but beautiful extreme land. It holds the record for the lowest point of the continent
(282 feet above sea level) and the highest recorded temperature (134 degrees Fahrenheit). Ad Canyon de Celli National Monument is more in Arizona from Las Vegas. Hundreds of years ago, Pueblo built a house on the canyon's red sandstone walls. Also advertising across the Arizona border from Las Vegas is
Petrified Forest National Park. That includes an amazing display of 93,532 acres of stone wood. East of Las Vegas, Arizona, the ad is Grand Canyon National Park. The vast and majestic landscape shows the majestic desert landscape. Advertising Nevada's Great Basin National Park is located near Las Vegas.
Limestone Lehman Caves, Wheeler Peak Glacier and Lexington Arch, natural limestone arches over six floors. Advertising Arch National Park is a huge stone arch, pinnacle, spire, and windows. You can quickly forget las Vegas casinos. On the nevada border near Las Vegas, on the other side of Utah, Ad Canyonlands
National Park is home to colorful rocks, canyons, arches, spires, painting panels, Puebloan ruins and desert plants. The area is largely undeested. At 3,900-8,800 feet, Capitol Reef National Park consists of red sandstone cliffs covered with white sandstone domes. It's in the slick rocky country of Utah, nearly 400 miles
from Las Vegas. Further from Las Vegas is Bryce Canyon National Park, a 56-square-mile area of colorful cliffs created by erosion. Towering rocks worn in strange sculptural shapes stand grouped in striking sequences. Zion National Park, about 90 miles from Las Vegas, Utah, has beautiful canyons and rocks. They
were caused by earth upheaval and erosion due to cloudy water and frost. Weihnachten mit HGTV Schnell und unkompliziert Weihnachten mit HGTV Für jede Wohnung! DIY Biel Spas Für Dinnen Beerviner. Herbst auf HGTV Auch als Geschenk eine schöne Idea DIY Das perfekte Geschenk DIY Perfekt für die kalte
Jahreszeit Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko! Hurst auf HGTV super spicy! Hurst auf HGTV dozen wird hübsch! Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko Herbst Auf HGTV 1rbereitung auf den Winter Herbst AUF HGTV Für eine gemütliche Atmosphäre Herbst auf HGTV Auf jeder Halloween Party der Hit! Hurst auf HGTV
Superleker! Hurst auf HGTV Tipps für deine Herbst-Deko. Hearst auf HGTV Aus Wool-Fields! Hearst auf HGTV In Shuen Hurstparvenhurst auf HGTV Joana Gaines Style! Herbst auf HGTV Kreativer Herbst Auf HGTV Schöne Blumen im Herbst auf HGTV Perfektes Herbst-DIY Hack &amp; Tipps 7 Tipps, die dein Leben
ordnen Horticultural Verben Gerbendir Tips. DIY super ökologisch und unterschiedlich einsetzbar. DIY Für das Sommerchfuel Juhaus DIY Naturlces Flare Für Diné Beer Roume. Food Las dich Inspirieren. Weihnachten mit HGTV Mit vielen Lecerlis und Spielzeug! I know what happens in Las Vegas. But if you're not
careful, the contents of your wallet, savings account and retirement fund can also stay in Las Vegas. While the 13 free hotels you can do in Las Vegas are affordable in Las Vegas, tourist attractions and shows aren't. That's why we need to complement other expensive efforts with Las Vegas casinos, roller coasters,
cirque du Soleil shows and these free attractions. Here are 13 fun and fun things to do in Las Vegas on your next trip: The Bellagio Fountain and Conservatory and Botanical Garden Andrew Zarifny/Shutterstock Bellagio Fountain pops up in almost every Las Vegas movie ever made, including ocean's eleven's iconic
ending. Create your own crime caper or ROM-COM ending and grab a fountain of Bellagio in action; Free show plays 15-30 minutes depending on the time of day, it's one of the best free things to do in Las Vegas. Thrilling synchrony with pop and classical music, hundreds of separate fountains and water features shot
into the air with Italian hotel exteriors with stunning backdrops. Once the fountains are filled, take a leisurely stroll through Bellagio's conservatory and botanical garden, where horticulturists maintain ever-changing flowers, gazebos, bridges and ponds. The garden is free for visitors and offers a break from the constant
desert sun. Fremont Street Experience Chad Zuber/Shutterstock Equal Parts Mall, concert venues and light shows, the Fremont Street Experience refracts everything Las Vegas is famous for (glitter, lighting, gambling) in five blocks. The main attraction is the barrel vault canopy with 12.5 million LED lights that lead
pedestrians to vintage casinos such as Golden Nugget and Four Queens. You can enjoy free concerts on hard rock headliners throughout the summer. Las Vegas I thought there was no culture in Cosmopolitan Art and Las Vegas on TripAdvisor. The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas has amassed one of the most exclusive
art collections in the U.S., offering high-brow breaks in the strip's bare skin and penny slots. Fascinating installations can be found throughout cosmopolitan public areas, including lobbies, stairs and even parking lots. MGM Grand TripAdvisor's CBS Television City Research Center may not be a network executive, but
you can still hear your voice. At the CBS Television City Research Center at mgm grand, you can sample new TV shows and opines for potential pilots during an hour-long screening. It is one of the best free things to do in Las Vegas. Go to one of the studios to sample program offerings from CBS, MTV, Nickelodeon and
other Viacom-owned channels. Register your comments on your test monitor and consider some of your television history before returning to your regularly scheduled vacation. Circus Circus Las Vegas Circus act looking for a free show in Las Vegas on TripAdvisor? The whole family approves of circus acts at Circus
Circus. This special spot on the Strip has entertained guests with carnival midway and numerous circus performances. In fact, the resort contains the largest permanent circus in the world. A rotating cast of jugglers, acrobats, aerial putters and roller skating stuntmen entertain kids of all ages (and cash-strapped parents
toting new carnival awards). On midway's main stage, you're free to convince the clown phobia that all this entertainment remains. Downtown Container Park Corby D'Agan/Shutterstock Giant Welcome visitors to this outdoor park made of undulating shipping containers. There are shops, restaurants, bars and stages for
free live music performances. Kids can enjoy The Treehouse.m play area with slides and building blocks, until 9:00 p.m. daily (if the park is only for adults). From flamingo Las Vegas Vicen/Shutterstock's wildlife habitat to bachelor parties with anatomically correct lollipops to celebrities for their worst behavior, you'll find a



variety of colorful creatures on the Las Vegas Strip. Flamingo Las Vegas offers a glimpse of a different kind of splendor with a habitat full of pink birds. A herd of Chilean flamingoes (also called glamour) can be seen in the free exhibition, with swans, ducks, koi fish and turtles living between foliage and waterfalls. This
habitat is located next to the pool area and is one of the great free nights in Las Vegas for both hotel guests and non-guests. Mirage Jerry Sharp/ShutterstockWellHwasan, this place has really been blown away. Soundtracked by Great Pool Dead drummer Mickey Hart and Indian table drummer Jockey Hussain, the
Polynesian-themed Mirage's heart-pounding audio/visual attractions are one of Las Vegas' most memorable free shows, with lights in the air every night starting at 8:00 p.m. The smoke that causes the volcano to rise more than 100 feet above the water actually makes its way to a pleasant pina colada scent (to conceal
the smell of natural gas). The spectacle competes with the famous fountains of Bellagio, another free las Vegas attraction, just half a mile to the Strip. Pinball Hall of Fame TripAdvisor This non-profit museum is actually the largest collection of pinball machines in the world. Enjoy more than 200 pinball machines and
arcade games from half a century of gaming history in 10,000 square feet of space. And every game can be played, from the Super Mario Bros. machine in 1992 to the wooden 1947 Heavy Hitter. Admission is free, but the game is coin operated (25 or 50 cents per play). Arm yourself with the knowledge that all excess
revenue goes to charity. Who knew that doing a good job can feel like such old-fashioned fun? Silverton Hotels &amp; Casino TripAdvisor's only sting from aquarium jellyfish is jellyfish. Consistently ranking one of the best free days to do in Las Vegas, silverton hotel and casino's huge saltwater aquarium will transport you
from the poppy desert to a vast tropical oasis. About 117,000 gallons of seawater house thousands of fish, sharks, stingrays and reef plants. Interactive feed demonstrations and a man-in-the-air show will wrap up the offering. Welcome to the selfie with this famous sign by the wonderful Las Vegas sign
f11photo/Shutterstock. feed, and it won't cost you a penny. The stunning Las Vegas sign at 5100 S. Las Vegas Boulevard mark the beginning of the Strip in 1959. Located in nearby Henderson, Edel M. Chocolate TripAdvisor is one of the las Vegas area's most delicious tourist attractions: you can enjoy free samples,
stroll through a cactus-filled botanical garden, and take a free self-guided tour through the factory to see how employees prepare pecans, caramels and other tasty treats. First Friday Of Every Month at the Arts District Sam Morris / Las Vegas News Bureau, 5:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m., downtown Las Vegas' arts district open its
streets for purses and family.m-friendly fun; various artists and merchants hawking merchandise, live music, activities for kids, and food trucks for geeks. Monthly events offer a different theme. Click to visit the seller's site to see information about what you want to wear in Las Vegas and what you're selecting in the editor.
The things you buy can earn us commissions. [viator_tour=684 Type=3 Mode] Editor's Note: This story was originally published in 2013. Updated to reflect the latest information. Sarah Schlichter contributed to this story. We hand-pick everything we recommend and choose items through testing and reviews. Some
products are sent to us for free with no incentive to provide favorable reviews. We do not allow compensation to provide our unbiased opinions and review our products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of issue. If you purchase items through a link, you may be eligible for a fee. Committee.
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